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CLINT MOORE CALLS FOR CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT TO LIMIT FEDERAL SPENDING 
WHILE POE AGAIN REFUSES TO TAKE STAND 

Clint Moore strongly supports  
U.S. House Policy Committee Chairman Rep. Chris Cox's  

"Spending Control Constitutional Amendment",  
as the best way to ultimately control Federal spending.  

 
Texas – The choice on Tuesday is clear for Republican Primary Voters, when it comes to the Congressional 
District 2 race. Clint Moore is the true, proven Conservative Republican candidate for Congress in District 2. 
The Cox proposed Amendment to control Federal spending is yet another major distinction between Clint 
Moore and Ted Poe. 
 
"Once again, Ted Poe shows he is unwilling to take the correct stand on a key conservative issue like controlling 
Federal spending.  Ted Poe has never met a Constitutional Amendment he wanted to support, and would rather 
wait until courts rule laws unconstitutional. Thus, Ted Poe refuses to lead on key issues like controlling Federal 
spending, Marriage Protection, and Human Life.  I know that we can no longer wait and we must quickly move 
forward on several constitutional amendments, while simultaneously pursuing laws in support of key issues. It’s 
issues like Rep. Cox's "Spending Control" Amendment, which will protect us from tax increases and control 
Federal spending simultaneously." said Moore. 
 
Moore added, "Ted Poe refuses to support a Marriage Protection Amendment and a Human Life Amendment, 
while I will fight as your Congressman from Southeast Texas, for both.  Remember, Clint Moore will fight to 
protect our family values of traditional marriage and Human Life and Ted Poe is on record saying he will not." 
 
Rep. Cox's proposed "Spending Control Amendment" is modeled on California’s constitutional spending limit 
approved with a 75%-25% popular vote in 1979 (the 1990 repeal of the California limit led to runaway 
spending and, ultimately, the Davis recall). Colorado’s similar 1992 constitutional spending limit (capping tax 
revenue at the prior year’s level, adjusted for inflation and population growth, and refunding surpluses) is a 
huge success; recent polling shows 75% support.  
 
The Spending Control Amendment limits spending increases to the prior year’s level, plus inflation and 
population growth. Following the model of every successful House GOP Balanced Budget Amendment, 
additional spending would be allowed with a 3/5 vote in Congress. 
 
Clint Moore is the only candidate in this race with over 25-years of real-world background, knowledge, and 
experience in business, industry, science, and technology, and over 25-years experience as a leader in the 
Republican Party fighting for Conservative Republican values.  He has also served in elected government office, 
and as a leader in several professional and scientific organizations. To learn more about Clint Moore please visit 
www.clintmoore.com. 
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